
YOGA FOR LIVING MINDFULNESS MEDITATION BASICS 

 

MINDFULNESS is a way of being more present and accepting.  By approaching our experience in a 
relaxed, alert and openhearted manner, we can better navigate all aspects of life, even the parts that are 
difficult. 

MEDITATION is a practice that strengthens attention and focus, leading to mindfulness.  

MINDFULNESS-BASED STRESS REDUCTION, or MBSR, is a structured eight-week course that, through 
various mindfulness practices, didactic learning and discussion, can help participants develop greater 
awareness and acceptance, enabling more effective ways of responding to life's stresses and challenges.   
ALL can help create a more calm and balanced life.  

Please visit www.mindingthemoment.com and openingin.com for more detailed information. 

 

What follows are some suggestions to help you begin or refresh your meditation practice:  

Posture – Sit in an upright yet comfortable posture, on a firm chair or cross-legged on a meditation 
cushion. If seated on a cushion or blanket, having your knees lower than your hips will protect your 
back. Lengthen the spine without making it stiff or rigid. Allow your shoulders to relax and let your 
hands rest with ease on your thighs or in your lap.  Slightly tuck your chin, elongating the back of your 
neck.  Your eyes can be slightly open or gently closed. If physical challenges make sitting 
uncomfortable, practicing in a lying down position is an alternative. 
 

Intention – Set an intention for your practice, such as compassion for yourself or others, acceptance, 
balance, focus, being present, opening the heart, etc. 
 

Basic Meditation Practice - 
• Once you’ve established a comfortable posture, begin by taking a moment to check in with the 

body, noticing what sensations, emotions and thoughts are present, without judging or 
elaborating on anything that you find.  

• Choose an object of focus (anchor) such as the breath, sound, sensation or the visual field and 
rest your attention there. You can also use a guided mindfulness meditation. 

• When your mind wanders from the object of focus, gently but firmly shift your attention back to 
your anchor and begin again.  Thoughts will arise and distractions will occur over and over again – 
this is normal.  Your task is to just come back to your anchor, simply and without giving yourself a 
hard time. 

 

 

 

http://www.mindingthemoment.com/�
http://www.openingin.com/�


Suggestions for Beginning Practice: 

• Set the intention, with kindness and compassion, to devote time to your self-care. 
• Start with a 3 – 5 minutes daily practice and build gradually. 
• Aim to practice every day.  Consistency is important.   
• Utilize guided meditations to learn how to meditate.  
• Remember, meditation is not about emptying the mind of thoughts. It is about becoming aware 

of your thoughts and distractions without judging them or yourself, and gently returning to the 
present moment (anchor).  

• Group practice helps support your at-home practice. 
• If you find yourself struggling with your practice, it is best to consult with an experienced 

meditator. Try not to give up! 

The mindfulness teachers at Yoga for Living, Linda Townshend: linda@mindingthemoment.com & 
Lori Volpe: lorivolpe@verizon.net can be contacted for support and instruction. 

 

Bringing Mindfulness into Your Daily Life | A few suggestions for shifting from autopilot to presence: 

1. PAUSE & RESET: When you find yourself overwhelmed, caught in reactivity, distracted or on 
automatic pilot, take a moment to follow these 4 steps:  

• Pause and notice what it feels like in the body. 
• Take one to three full, deep breaths.  
• Notice any shift that may occur in the body and mind. 
• Just let go. 

 
2. Choose a routine activity like brushing your teeth, taking a shower or washing the dishes and pay 

full attention to it. Notice the temperatures, smells, sounds and sensations.  
 
3. Drive to your destination mindfully without listening to the radio or checking your cell phone. 

Notice your hands on the steering wheel, the sounds, the shifting scenery. 
 
4. Eat a meal or snack (or just a few bites) being fully present with the experience of eating, without 

talking, reading, checking the cellphone or watching TV. Pay attention to the taste, texture, 
temperature and aroma of the food. 

 
5. Utilize your transitions. When walking from one destination to another (from one room to 

another, from the building to your car, etc.), bring your full attention to the sensations of your 
body as it moves. Feel the contact your feet make with the ground. Notice what is around you. 

 
6. Check in during your conversations. Are you really listening and hearing or is your mind 

somewhere else? Come back. Connect.  
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